
Include purple 
to energise economy 

own life and that of his family's. The 

other two are less immediately visi- 

ble- his workplace and the broader 

Soneofus prepares to go to the society.As forthe first, Pravin's lather 
World Economic Forum's An- worked as a security guard earning 

nual Meeting at Davos-Klosters a pittance. Upon his passing, it not 

to speakalbout the economic benefits for Pravin's work, the family would 

of disability inclusion, our long-run- have descended into extreme pover 

ning conversations have begun to ty. Second, at his workplace, Pravin 
focus more sharply on how we can contributes not only to work tasks but 

strengthen the disability-inclusive also serves as an inspiration to those 
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economy in India. around him who now focus on their 

The Return on Disability research abilities and are learning to maximize 

states that persons with disabilities business value from diverse employ- 

can influence $8 trillion in spending. ees. Third, in the larger society, those 
This is an extraordinary number. The supporting him as part of the purple 

numberis based on direct disposable workforce earn an income and others 

income, non-disposable income, and like the biryani vendor benefit from 
funds possessed by families that per- his disposable income. Further, those 

sons with disabilities can influence. with a disability who are trained by 

Tounderstand this number in ourim- him aspire for and secure their own 
mediate context, imagine eyeglasses place in the economy. And his tax ru-

without which some of us cannot see, pees build our country. 

are disabled. The eyeglass market 

today stands at around $147 billion.
So, how can we enable more such 

people toward a purple economy? We 

gnoring users of such products need to design inclusion into three
st economies a areas: Education, Workspaces, and 

and services can 

foregone GDP of 3-7% according to Infrastructure. 
research by the World Bank and the 
International Labour Organization. in and recognize the many groups-
Applied to India, a recent Impact Fu- teachers, specialist trainers, and so 

tureProjectreportrefers to such per- forth-whosupport the likes ofPravin. 
centages and notes that inattention to Our census data suggests that the lit- 

a disability-inclusive economy could eracy rate ofpersons with disabilities 
translate to a lost opportunity of over is around 55 percent. Much lower 

a staggering$210 billion. 
Our own work has made real for cent. This must change. 

us how attention to persons with 
disability can energize the economic workspaces to increase theworkforce 
ecosystem. We will mention one ex- participation of persons like Pravin. 

ample here-Pravin (name changed), Universal design and uniquerequisite 
who was trained and placed by one of workplace solutions can help those 
us. Pravin cannot see, hear, or speak. with diverse abilities contribute to- 

He is deaf-blind. He uses tactile sign ward the aims of organizations. A re 

language to communicate alongside cent Unearthinsight report suggests
a refreshable braille display and a thatofthe about3 crore persons with 
screen reader. With these workplace disability in our country, 1.3 crore are 
solutions, Pravin works at a multi- employable, but less than 35 lakh are 
national organization. He has also self-employed, employed across or 

trained other deaf-blind persons to ganized and unorganized sectors, and 
use technologies so they can be eco- through our country's governmental 
nomically independent like hi. 

Pravin'sjourney towards economic key to involving more employable 
independence was enabled by sever 
al players in what we refer to as the 

purple sector. Purple is the color of infrastructure. Transport facilities, 
disability inclusion. The purple work assisted living, financial services, on- 
forcethat has enabled Pravin includes line marketplaces, and many suchin-
rehabilitationspecialists, special edu- frastructural elements and platforms 
cators, braille teachers, sign language mustbeinclusive. The Impact Future 
teachers, accessibility providers, job Project report indicates that such in- 
coaches, mobility trainers and em- frastructures are projected to create 
ployabilityspecialists.Thanks to their revenues of USD6Billion by 2030 for 
efforts and his grit, today Pravinis the our country.
sole breadwinner for his family and 
a proud taxpayer who believes he is onlly help ensure the economicrights 

giving backto society. Pravin paysthe of persons with disabilities but als0 
rent, spends on daily goods and ser- drive broader economic growth. Dis- 
vices, and drives broader economic ability inclhusion not only benefits per 

activity with his disposable income. sons with disabilities, but also helps 
In fact, we suspect that a particular move our country forward. The more 
biryani and juice vendor near his res- such initiatives we have, the better it 

idence owes his economic stability at is not just for Pravin and his family, 
leastin partto Pravin's frequent visits! butalsofor his neighbourhood biryani 

Pravin's story allows us to reflect vendor. 
upon the positive multiplier effect of (Shanti Raghavan is the co founder 
disability inclusion within the econo ofEnableIndia and Mukta Kulkarni 
my. There are three zones of positive is a Professor at the Indian Institute 
impact. First, and most obviously, his ofManagement, Bengaluru) 

First, education. We must invest 

than our national average of 74 per- 

Second, we must create inclusive 

schemes. Inclusive workplaces are 
persons with disabilities. 

Finally, we must develop inclusive 

Initiatives in these areas can not 


